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Regretfully, we have to stand against this proposal.

Since one of us (Jenkins, 1987) pointed out that the correct original spellings of the

names previously written 'lorisidae' and 'galagidae' are actually loridae and

GALAGONIDAE, at least four influential works (Corbet & Hill, 1992; Groves, 1993;

Rowe, 1996; McKenna & Bell, 1997) have adopted the new spellings. It is not as if

these were family-group names based on different nominal genera: they are just

different ways of forming family-group names from the same nominal genera. There

is no likelihood of confusion. Unless there is a good reason the rules of nomenclature

should be followed.

Wealso point out that Jenkins (1987) noted that there are three other necessary

changes consequent on the adoption of correct original spellings: indridae (for

'indriidae"), strepsirrhini (for 'strepsirhini') and haplorrhini (for 'haplorhini').

There are no proposals to conserve the previously familiar spellings of the names in

these cases, yet there does not seem to be any difference between the two sets of names

that would justify an application to the Commission in the one case but not in the

other.

The Commission is requested to reject the proposal.
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